Dendritic Spine Dynamics after Peripheral Nerve Injury: An Intravital Structural Study
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Neuropathic pain is an intractable medical condition with few or no options for effective treatment. Emerging evidence shows a strong structure-function relationship between dendritic spine dysgenesis and the presence of neuropathic pain. Postmortem tissue analyses can only imply dynamic structural changes associated with injury-induced pain. Here, we profiled the in vivo dynamics of dendritic spines over time on the same superficial dorsal horn (lamina II) neurons before and after peripheral nerve injury-induced pain. We used a two-photon, whole-animal imaging paradigm that permitted repeat imaging of the same dendritic branches of these neurons in C57/Bl6 Thy1-YFP male mice. Our study demonstrates, for the first time, the ongoing, steady-state changes in dendritic spine dynamics in the dorsal horn associated with peripheral nerve injury and pain. Ultimately, the relationship between altered dendritic spine dynamics and neuropathic pain may serve as a structure-based opportunity to investigate mechanisms of pain following injury and disease.
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Significance Statement

This work is important because it demonstrates for the first time: (1) the powerful utility of intravital study of dendritic spine dynamics in the superficial dorsal horn; (2) that nerve injury-induced pain triggers changes in dendritic spine steady-state behavior in the spinal cord dorsal horn; and (3) this work opens the door to further investigations in vivo of spinal cord dendritic spine dynamics in the context of injury and disease.

Introduction

Neuropathic pain is a major health problem with limited medical options for effective treatment. Drug development for neuropathic pain has been especially challenging due in part to mechanistic uncertainty underlying the disease. Understanding how trauma leads to disability is a major challenge toward developing novel therapeutics for managing chronic pain. A common physiological sign of neuropathic pain is hyperexcitability within nociceptive circuits in the PNS and CNS pain axis (Ji and Strichartz, 2004; Waxman and Hains, 2006).

In the spinal cord, multiple factors contribute to dorsal horn hyperexcitability associated with neuropathic pain. Excessive and spontaneous nerve firing activity, loss of local or descending cortical inhibition, central or peripheral inflammation, ion channel mis-expression (e.g., sodium channels), and reactive fiber plasticity can contribute to adverse changes in nociceptive-sensory transmission after injury or disease (Kuner, 2010; Todd, 2010; Dib-Hajj et al., 2013; Potter et al., 2016; Bennett et al., 2019). Emerging evidence has further demonstrated a strong correlation between dendritic spine remodeling and injury- or disease-induced pain (Tan et al., 2009; Tan and Waxman, 2015; Zhao et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2018).

Our previous work showed a common structural motif of altered dendritic spine morphology strongly associated with nociceptive hyperexcitability and neuropathic pain in neurons located in the superficial and intermediate zone of the dorsal horn, laminae II or IV, respectively. Pain-associated dendritic spine morphologies include increased spine density (particularly, larger mushroom-shaped spines) and regional redistribution of spines along dendrite branches (Tan et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2016; Cao et al., 2017). However, these previous studies relied on histologic analysis of postmortem tissue, which could only imply the dynamic dendritic spine changes associated with injury-induced pain.
Here we profiled the in vivo dynamics of dendritic spines over time on the same neurons in the superficial dorsal horn (lamina II) before and after peripheral nerve injury-induced pain. Because lamina II is known to be involved in pain processing, and dendritic spine remodeling events may contribute to hyperexcitability in deeper laminae (e.g., intermediate zone and ventral horn) (Tan et al., 2008, 2012; Tan and Waxman, 2015; Bandaru et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2016), we hypothesized that neurons in lamina II would experience dynamic changes in spine shape and density after peripheral nerve injury. We used a two-photon, whole-animal imaging paradigm (Fenrich et al., 2012), which permitted repeat imaging of the same dorsal horn neurons in Thy1-YFP mice. In “paired-imaging” sessions, we measured three characteristics of dendritic spine dynamics before and after nerve injury and pain onset, including the following: (1) ongoing steady-state fluctuations (i.e., spine length and maximal head diameter); (2) de novo formation and elimination (i.e., spine turnover rate); and (3) spine density change. We chose the established spared nerve injury (SNI) model of pain because it produces a reliable and consistent increase in tactile and thermal hypersensitivity (Decosterd and Woolf, 2000; Shields et al., 2003; Samad et al., 2013). Moreover, the SNI model rapidly elicits a predictable pain profile with elevated pain-sensitivity occurring by 2 d following surgery, and reaching maximal pain sensitivity within a week (Cichon et al., 2018).

Consistent with previous findings, 3 and 7 d after SNI, animals exhibited progressively increased pain sensitivity in response to adverse mechanical and thermal stimuli. Concomitant to pain onset, we observed the following increases: (1) in mean steady-state fluctuations in spine length and spine head width, and (2) in dendritic spine turnover activity. Interestingly, attributes driving spine turnover activity coincided with the temporal progression of pain severity. Early after injury (3 d after SNI), a significant decrease in thin-shaped spine elimination was followed by a transition to increased mushroom-shaped formation 7 d after SNI (coinciding with the presentation of maximal pain). As a consequence, we observed significantly increased mushroom-shaped spine density in neurons of injured animals compared with the uninjured cohort. Together, our study reports, for the first time, the ongoing, steady-state changes in dendritic spine dynamics in the dorsal horn associated with nerve injury and pain. Ultimately, dendritic spine dynamics and neuropathic pain may provide a structural-based opportunity to investigate the structural mechanisms of pain following injury and in disease.

Materials and Methods

Animals

Experiments were performed in accordance with the National Institutes of Health’s Guide for the care and use of laboratory animals. All animal protocols were approved by the Yale University/Veterans Affairs Institutional Animal Use Committee. Animals were housed under a 12 h light-dark cycle in a pathogen-free area with food and water provided ad libitum. To visualize spinal cord neurons, we used weight-matched male mice (8- to 10-week-old, C57/B6 Thy1-YFP HJRS; The Jackson Laboratory). Similar transgenic mice using Thy1-promoter reporter systems have been used in intravital cortical imaging studies of dendritic spines (H. T. Xu et al., 2007; Pan and Gan, 2008; Barretto et al., 2011).

Behavioral assays

All behavioral experiments were performed by blinded experimenters in a dedicated quiet room under invariant conditions as previously described. All behavioral testing was performed after “spinal cord window implantation” (see below for procedure details; see study design in Fig. 1). For pain behavioral testing at the 3 and 7 d post-SNI time points (see Fig. 1), mechanical sensory thresholds were determined by paw withdrawal away from a series of von Frey filaments (Stoelting) applied to the glabrous surface of the right hindpaw. To determine the applied force value, we used a modification of the Dixon “up-down” method, which indicates paw withdrawal occurring 50% of the time as the mechanical nociceptive threshold (Chaplan et al., 1994; Li et al., 2000). The Hargreaves test was used to assess the animal’s response to noxious heat. The plantar surface of the left paw was exposed to radiant heat from a Hargreaves instrument (IICT). The withdrawal latency was recorded in seconds and was measured 3 times per session. A limit of 30 s was set to prevent tissue damage.

SNI model of pain

Following spinal cord window implantation (see below; Fig. 1), baseline imaging of sampled neurons, and pain-behavioral assessment, we performed surgical procedures to produce the SNI model of pain in mice. The SNI model is a well-established partial denervation model of neuropathic pain. In mice, the SNI surgery results in a detectable increases in pain onset within 2 d after injury, and reaches maximal pain sensitivity at 7–10 d after the nerve injury (Decosterd and Woolf, 2000). Briefly, mice were anesthetized by exposure to ventilated isoflurane (1–3% in ambient air; Kent Scientific SomnoSuite). The overlying skin on the left hindlimb was shaved and disinfected with cycles of alcohol and betadine (5% povidone iodine). An incision (~10 mm in length) was made on the lateral mid-thigh, and the underlying muscles separated via blunt resection to expose the three branches of the sciatic nerve bundle (i.e., tibial, common peroneal, and sural nerve). The tibial and common peroneal were individually ligated with 6-0 silk sutures and completely transected (Decosterd and Woolf, 2000). The sural nerve was left intact. Distal to the site of ligation, we removed a 2 mm margin of nerve tissue to prevent the possibility of regeneration. The overlying muscle and skin were closed in layers using 6-0 monofilament nylon sutures (Ethicon).

Spinal cord window implantation

We used a modified spinal cord window implantation procedure, as described previously (Fenrich et al., 2012, 2013). Briefly, mice were anesthetized with ketamine and xylazine (100/10 mg/kg). We performed a dorsal midline incision over the T10-L1 spinal vertebrae columns (Harrison et al., 2013). We stabilized the dorsal surface of the spinal column with a spinal-fork stereotaxic apparatus. With surgical blunt-
To perform the laminectomy, we clamped the metal frame into a stereotaxic holder. We used a high-speed drill with a carbide burr to remove the overlying vertebral bone (T11–T13) overlying the L3–L4 spinal cord dorsal segments (i.e., revealing the dorsal root entry zones of the respective nerves). Glass windows were made from modified glass coverslips cut into the appropriate size to span the laminectomy opening (VWR, no. 1.5 thickness; ~1.8–2.1 mm wide; 3.8–4.5 mm long; for window placement location; see Fig. 2). Following debris cleanup with sterile buffered saline, we applied a small amount of an optically clear sterile adhesive (Kwik-Sil, World Precision Instruments) over the dura matter, followed immediately by placement of the glass window. Gentle downward pressure was applied to the glass for up to 60 s while the Kwik-Sil cured. To further secure the window and protect the framework from damage over the experiment, we applied thin layers of cyanoacrylate and dental cement, sequentially around the edge of the glass. All exposed tissue and cyanoacrylate were ultimately covered in hardened layer of dental cement. Animals were returned to their cage and kept warm until they recovered from anesthesia. Animal were allowed to recovery for 3–5 d before beginning imaging experiments. Similar to previous reports using this methodology (Fenrich et al., 2012), following this recovery period, animals with window implants showed normal ambulatory behavior, gained significant weight compared with naïve animals, and presented no symptoms of persistent pain (data not shown).

Intravital 2-photon imaging

For each imaging session, mice were anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine (100/10 mg/kg). The mice were stabilized during imaging by clamping the U-shaped paperclip into a 3D-printed stage gimble system. The stage was designed, and 3D modeled using Fusion 360 (Autodesk). The stage was 3D printed on an Ultimaker 2+ (Ultimaker BV) using polylactic acid plastic. Two rotation mounts (PRM1 and PRM05, Thor Labs) were built into the stage allowing fine adjustment of the window position to optimize image quality. This stage permitted us to move the suspended animal with a full degree of freedom in the x, y, and z axes. During initial testing of the design (data not shown), suspension of the animal with the paperclip clamp-holder minimized imaging artifacts as a result of breathing movement (e.g., the thoracic trunk of the animals did not contact any part of the stage during inspiration/expiration).

A two-photon microscope was used to collected images of identified dorsal horn neurons in the superficial dorsal horn (lamina II; depth up to 250 μm). An A1RMP+ (Nikon) equipped with gallium arsenide phosphide detectors and a Chameleon Vision II (Coherent) two-photon laser tuned to 940 nm to excite YFP, was used to acquire z-axis optical slices (0.5 μm steps; Nikon 25×/1.1 NA water immersion objective). Imaged sequences were composited into z stacks of up to 200 μm thick, which included the full volume of a neuron’s cell body and extending dendrites. We collected optical sections with a pixel area of 512 × 512 (per pixel area ~0.04 μm² or voxel ~0.02 μm³), which was close to the estimated optical diffraction limit of our equipment (~0.25 μm). The location of large blood vessels and local cellular morphology was used as landmarks to confirm the same neuronal position across experimental days. The schedule of imaging sessions is shown in Figure 1.

Sampled sensory neurons in this study (n = 24 neurons imaging movement) were located between 70–160 μm (average depth: 96.8 μm) below the dorsal spinal cord surface and 435–720 μm lateral from spinal cord

disssection technique, we resected the overlying muscles covering the lateral aspects of the transverse processes between T11 and T13. Custom-shaped sterile office staples were inserted under the lateral processes, along the caudal- and rostral-most vertebrae, and secured the staples with cyanoacrylate (Krazy Glue, Elmer's Products). To provide a clamping-handle for the “metal-frame,” we secured a “U-shaped” paperclip to the imbedded staples. To seal and protect the cyanoacrylate-metal framework (Fenrich et al., 2012), we covered this region of tissue and surrounding vertebrae with dental cement (Dental Mfg.).

Figure 2. Location of imaged dorsal horn neurons. A, Schematic diagram of 3D printed gimble imaging stage. The rotational mounts added to this stage allow fine adjustments to the window position to optimize image quality. Glass window was implanted over the L3-L4 spinal cord segments. B, Reconstruction of two-photon images of the spinal dorsal horn of a Thy1-YFP animal. 3D volume shows YFP-labeled neurons located 50–150 μm below the surface of the spinal cord. C, A composite image showing midline of the spinal cord and lateral location of Thy1-YFP-expressing neurons. D, Representative of in vivo captured image of a single dorsal horn neuron expressing Thy1-YFP. E, High-magnification image of the region denoted by *, showing dendritic spines. F, G, Cross-sections of postmortem spinal cord tissue from beneath the window immunolabeled for (F) PKC-γ and (G) α-CDRP and IB4 to delineate the inner and outer subregions of lamina II. H, YFP-labeled cell body locations are shown as a percentage of total sampled YFP-labeled cells that were topographically present in CGRP, IB4, or PKC-γ-immunopositive laminae in the dorsal horn. YFP-positive cells are mostly present within the PKC-γ and IB4 layers (i.e., 92.8% of sampled neurons are located in inner lamina II). Scale bars: C, 100 μm; D, 10 μm; F, G, 10 μm.
midline (average mediolateral distance: 582 µm) ipsilateral to SNI (see Fig. 2).

**Longitudinal dendritic spine profiling**

All analyses were performed by 2 investigators blinded to the experimental groups. Nikon Elements AR (version 5.1, Nikon) and ImageJ software (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/download.html) were used for image data postprocessing and analyses. To identify excitatory superficial dorsal horn neurons for analysis, we sampled neurons based on four morphologic and topographical criteria used previously (Light and Kavokjian, 1988; Yasaka et al., 2010; Cao et al., 2017) as follows: (1) neurons must be located within lamina II in the superficial dorsal horn (up to 200 µm deep); (2) YFP-labeled neurons must have clearly visible dendrites at least 100 µm in length; (3) neurons must have at least three primary dendrites extending from the cell body, although branching was not required; and (4) the cell body diameter must fall between 15-30 µm. In total, we longitudinally studied 28 dorsal horn sensory neurons in lamina II from 9 animals over time. With our intravital imaging approach, we were able to study the same neurons over time, before and after injury. All animals were imaged following recovery from glass window implantation. We captured and analyzed “paired” images of neurons (e.g., same cell) captured at three different paired intervals: 1 h (n = 6 neurons in 3 uninjured, control animals), and 3 or 7 d following SNI surgery (vs baseline before injury) in a different animal cohort (n = 24 neurons from 6 animals). The 3 and 7 d post-SNI neuron datasets were not compared due to the lack of statistical power. Morphologic characteristics of the sampled neurons can be found in Table 1.

We quantified “dendritic spine dynamics” on dendritic segments ~100–150 µm from the soma with structural data collected in “paired” imaging sessions (e.g., baseline to 3 d or baseline to 7 d). We measured three characteristics of dendritic spine dynamics before and after nerve injury and pain onset; including the following: (1) steady-state fluctuations (i.e., spine length and maximal spine head diameter); (2) de novo formation and elimination (i.e., turnover activity); and (3) spine density change (i.e., spines per dendritic branch length). We profiled steady-state fluctuations of spine length and head diameter using “mean absolute % change” as calculated from paired data of the same dorsal horn neurons captured over time. To normalize for variation across neurons, we calculated the percent change in spine length or head width. New or lost spines were given a value of 100%. Additionally, because we were interested in comparing the absolute change in these morphometrics, we performed a nondirectional transformation (i.e., rectification), which provided the “absolute % change” unit for comparison across groups (see Figs. 3, 5, 6).

For de novo formation and elimination datasets, we only included dendritic spines that completely appeared or disappeared between the two imaging datasets of the same neuron. To normalize data for sampling variation, due to differing lengths of dendritic branches on individual neurons, we compared spine formation/elimination density (calculated as the number of spines gained/lost per micron dendritic branch length, or spines/micron dendrite) (see Figs. 8, 9). To calculate total turnover activity, we summed the formation and elimination densities for each group (3 or 7 d after SNI or control).

To ensure that dendritic spines were accurately identified using YFP labeling in our intravital images, we used several spine characteristics defined previously (B. G. Kim et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2016). Briefly, a dendritic spine neck is the structure juxtaposed between the parent dendrite branch and the base of the spine head, which appears as a distal swelling into a bulb-shaped structure. Thin- and mushroom-shaped spines were classified and analyzed separately: thin spines had head diameters that were less than or equal to the length of the spine neck, whereas mushroom spines had head diameters that were greater than the length of the spine neck. Although this approach precluded discrimination of other subtle variations in spine shape, we and others have shown that thin- and mushroom-shaped morphologies provide correlative power to interpret the physiological characteristics of circuit function and may predict functional outcome (e.g., including pain) (Bandaru et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2016; Cao et al., 2017).

**Immunohistochemistry**

Mice were anesthetized using a mixture of ketamine/xylazine (100/10 mg/kg, i.p.) and intracardially perfused with ice-cold PBS followed by 4% PFA (0.01 M PBS). The spinal cord region (~L4-L5) covered by the glass window was dissected and postfixed in 4% PFA overnight. To cryoprotect tissue for sectioning, spinal cords were submerged in 30% sucrose for 48 h. For immunohistochemistry, 20-µm-thick sections were cut on a cryostat (Leica Microsystems) and mounted on Superfrost+ slides (Fisher Scientific). Briefly, sections were blocked for 1 h in 4% normal donkey serum, 2% BSA, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.01 M PBS. Sections were incubated overnight in rabbit polyclonal CRGP (1:500, Abcam, catalog #ab36001), PKC γ (1:500, Proteintech, catalog #14364-1-AP), and IB4-568 (1:250, Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog #212412), washed in 0.01 M PBS, and incubated with donkey anti-rabbit 647 (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, catalog #711-496-152). Immunofluorescent images were captured using a laser scanning confocal microscope (A1R, Nikon).

**Statistical analysis**

All statistical tests were performed at the a level of significance of 0.05 by two-tailed analyses using parametric or nonparametric test, as appropriate. We used paired and unpaired t tests, Mann–Whitney U test, and Kruskal–Wallis one-way ANOVA on ranks, followed by Dunn’s post hoc analysis. Normality assumptions of each dataset were determined using a Shapiro–Wilk test. As a standard measure of data "dispersion," we calculated the coefficient of variation (CoV), which is a ratio of the SD to the mean (CoV = SD/mean). Data management and statistical analyses were performed using Prism Graphpad (version 8.0, GraphPad Software) and Microsoft Office Excel 2018. Graphs were rendered using Origin (OriginLab 2019). Data are presented as mean ± SEM.

**Results**

**Intravital profiling of dendritic spines on lamina II neurons**

To profile dendritic spine dynamics on superficial dorsal horn neurons, we implanted glass windows over the surface of the spinal cord (Fenrich et al., 2012). Animals were allowed to recover for up to 5 d following window implant (Fig. 1). Neuron-specific Thy1-promoter-driven YFP expression clearly revealed cells within the superficial laminae of the dorsal horn (L4 spinal segments) (Fig. 2E). Overlying white matter nerve roots and ascending tracts led to exposure oversaturation. We therefore imaged neurons located within a narrow lateral region (~582.5 µm (range: 435-720 µm) from the spinal cord midline, near the L4 spinal roots and innervating segment associated with the sural nerve (Fig. 2BC; Table 1) (Swett et al., 1991). As shown in Figure 2F, G, postmortem histology analysis shows that the majority of cell bodies of YFP-labeled neurons are located in the inner region of lamina II, which is delineated with immunoreactivity to isoleucine IB4 and PKC-γ (Fig. 2FG). Of the cells analyzed from spinal cord cross sections, 3 of 58 YFP-labeled cells (or 5.2%) resided in the CGRP layer corresponding to lamina I and II outer, 21 of 58

---

**Table 1. Location and cell body dimensions of sampled Thy1-YFP neurons**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth from surface of spinal cord (µm)</th>
<th>Distance from midline (µm)</th>
<th>Maximum cell body diameter (µm)</th>
<th>Minimum cell body diameter (µm)</th>
<th>Cell body area (µm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>96.8 ± 3.9</td>
<td>582.5 ± 20.2</td>
<td>18.8 ± 0.74</td>
<td>146.5 ± 9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(or 32.8%) of these cells were in the IB4 layer, and 36 of 58 (or 62.0%) of YFP-labeled cells were located in the PKC-\(\gamma\) layer (Fig. 2H) (Todd, 2010; Duan et al., 2014). Sampled neurons had mean cell diameters of 18.9 \(\mu\)m, which is within the range expected for neurons in lamina II dorsal horn (Light and Kavookjian, 1988; Todd, 2010).

**Ongoing, steady-state fluctuations in dendritic spine structure**

To profile basal steady-state dynamics in dendritic spine morphology, we performed paired-imaging sessions over time (Fig. 3). Baseline imaging in animals with spinal window implants captured three time intervals: 1 h, 3 d, and 7 d (representative dendritic branch from the same neurons imaged over time is shown in Fig. 3A). We analyzed differences in dendritic spine length (i.e., distance from the base of the spine neck to the furthest distance on the spine head), and spine head width (i.e., maximal width of the bulb-like head structure) on lamina II dorsal horn sensory neurons (see also Materials and Methods). To normalize for variation across neurons, we calculated the percent change in spine length or head width. Additionally, because we were interested in comparing the absolute change in these morphometries, we performed a nondirectional transformation (i.e., rectified datasets). Together, we profile steady-state fluctuations of spine length and head diameter using “mean absolute % change” as calculated from paired-imaging data of the same neuron captured over time.

At the 1 h paired interval (imaging dendritic spine from the same neurons), we detected relatively low fluctuations in overall spine length and spine head width compared with the 3 or 7 d imaging intervals of the same neurons (total spines, 1 h vs 3 or 7 d: 1 h % \(\Delta\) spine length 18.2 ± 1.8; % \(\Delta\) head width 17.1 ± 1.6 vs 3 d % \(\Delta\) spine length 45.5 ± 4.1; % \(\Delta\) head width 39.3 ± 3.8; 7 d % \(\Delta\) spine length 46.8 ± 3.6% \(\Delta\) head width 39.5 ± 3.5, \(p < 0.05\), Kruskal–Wallis one-way ANOVA) (Fig. 3B). Similarly, we observed the same lower fluctuations in thin-shaped dendritic spines at the 1 h imaging interval compared with the 3 or 7 d interval (thin-shaped spines, 1 h vs 3 or 7 d: 1 h % \(\Delta\) spine length 20.3 ± 2.5; % \(\Delta\) head width 16.5 ± 2.1 vs 3 d % \(\Delta\) spine length 49.3 ± 4.6; % \(\Delta\) head width 41.4 ± 4.3; 7 d % \(\Delta\) spine length 51.4 ± 4.3, % \(\Delta\) head width 43.0 ± 4.3, \(p < 0.05\) Kruskal–Wallis one-way ANOVA) (Fig. 3C). As expected, mushroom-shaped spines were associated with more structural stability (Matsuzaki et al., 2004; Bourne and Harris, 2007; Tan et al., 2011). We were only able to detect a statistical increase in absolute % change in mushroom spine length between
the 1 h interval and the 7 d interval (mushroom-shaped spines, 1 h vs 3 or 7 d: 1 h % Δ spine length 14.1 ± 2.3; % Δ head width 18.1 ± 2.6; 3 d % Δ spine length 24.6 ± 6.6; % Δ head width 27.4 ± 7.4; 7 d % Δ spine length 32.9 ± 5.9; % Δ head width 28.7 ± 4.5, p ≤ 0.05, Kruskal–Wallis one-way ANOVA) (Fig. 3D). We observed no difference in mean absolute % change in spine length or head diameter for any spine type in 3 versus 7 d comparisons (Fig. 3B,C).

To assess changes in dispersion (e.g., data spread from the mean), we calculated the CoV (SD/mean of spine length or head width). In general, CoV values of spine length increased by nearly 14%-20% at the 7 d imaging interval compared with the 1 h imaging interval (CoV for spine lengths of all spine types: 7 d, 0.95; 3 d, 0.89; 1 h, 0.81). The CoV for spine head diameter also increased by a similar amount (~16%) between the 7 d and 1 h imaging intervals (CoV for spine head width of all spine types: 7 d, 0.92; 3 d, 0.80; 1 h, 0.77). Together, these values demonstrate that dorsal horn dendritic spines are more stable in the shorter imaging intervals (i.e., 1 h).

SNI leads to the development of neuropathic pain
If a relationship exists between abnormal dendritic spines and abnormal pain condition, then SNI-induced pain should coincide with changes in dendritic spine dynamics. We previously showed significant changes in dendritic spine morphology on neurons in the dorsal horn in a spectrum of preclinical pain models (e.g., spinal cord injury, diabetes, peripheral nerve injury) (Tan et al., 2008, 2009, 2011; Zhao et al., 2016; Cao et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2018). Disrupting dendritic spine remodeling with the Rac1 GTPase inhibitor, NSC23766, or the Pak1 inhibitor, romidepsin (FK268), prevented the development and ongoing maintenance of elevated pain sensitivity (Tan et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2016; Cao et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2017). However, a caveat of these prior studies is the reliance on postmortem tissue analyses, which produces findings that only imply the relationship between spine remodeling and injury-induced pain.

Here, we sought to profile the in vivo dynamic behavior of dendritic spines over time before and after peripheral nerve injury and pain onset. After a recovery period following window implant surgeries (Fig. 1), we performed an SNI procedure on Thy1-YFP mice (n = 9). The SNI procedure produces a partial denervation model of neuropathic pain, which rapidly increases cutaneous pain sensitivity along the spared sural nerve receptive field located on the glabrous surface of ipsilateral hindpaw (Decosterd and Woolf, 2000; Shields et al., 2003). We observed a significant decrease in hindpaw withdrawal threshold in von Frey testing at 3 d after SNI compared with baseline (no injury), indicating the presence of significant punctate allodynia (baseline vs 3 d after SNI: 0.8 ± 0.1 vs 0.2 ± 0.1 g, p < 0.05 paired t test) (Fig. 4A). By 7 d after SNI, tactile pain withdrawal thresholds decreased further compared with baseline control (baseline vs 7 d after SNI: 0.8 ± 0.1 vs 0.06 ± 0.04 g, p < 0.05, paired t test). Similarly, we observed an increase in neuropathic heat pain sensitivity (i.e., reduced hindpaw withdrawal latency) in Hargreaves testing following 3 and 7 d after SNI compared with baseline threshold (baseline vs 3 d after SNI: 11.5 ± 0.5 vs 9.8 ± 0.3 s; baseline vs 7 d after SNI: 11.5 ± 0.5 vs 8.1 ± 0.6 s, p < 0.05 paired t test) (Fig. 4B).

Peripheral nerve injury increases dendritic spine dynamics in the dorsal horn neurons
To investigate how peripheral nerve injury would change dendritic spine behavior over time, we imaged the same ipsilateral dorsal horn sensory neurons in lamina II before and after an SNI. Images taken at baseline were paired with their corresponding images taken at 3 or 7 d after SNI or without nerve injury and analyzed for absolute % change in dendritic spine length and head width (Figs. 5, 6). Three days after SNI, we observed no difference in the mean absolute % change in dendritic spine length and head width (Figs. 5, 6). Three days after SNI, we observed no difference in the mean absolute % change in dendritic spine length and head width (Fig. 4). Day 3 and Day 7 after SNI compared with baseline, indicating thermal hypersensitivity. *p < 0.05 (paired t test).

Figure 4. SNI produces thermal and mechanical hypersensitivity 3 and 7 d after injury. A compared with baseline, SNI produced a significant reduction in von Frey withdrawal threshold at both 3 and 7 d after injury. B, Thermal nociception was measured using the Hargreaves assay. SNI reduced withdrawal latency at both 3 and 7 d after injury compared with baseline, indicating thermal hypersensitivity. *p < 0.05 (paired t test).
Overall, we observed no significant changes in steady-state fluctuations in spine length and head diameter on lamina II dorsal horn neurons 3 d after nerve injury.

In contrast, 7 d following SNI, we observed a significant difference in the mean absolute % change in spine length for total spines, which includes all spine shape categories. SNI induced greater % change in total spine length and width during a 7 d interval compared with controls. For mushroom-shaped spines, we found no difference in mean absolute % change in spine length (mushroom-shaped spines, SNI vs no injury: % Δ spine length 49.7 ± 6.6 vs 32.9 ± 5.9, p > 0.05 Mann–Whitney test) (Fig. 6C).
Interestingly, data dispersion analysis of the 7 d imaging interval demonstrated that SNI results in a 25%–30% reduction in CoV values for overall spine length and head width compared with animals without nerve injury (total spine population, spine length: SNI, 0.59; no injury, 0.81; spine head width: SNI, 0.68; no injury, 0.92). SNI resulted in smaller reduction in CoV values, ~17%–25%, for spine length and head width of mushroom-shaped spines compared with no injury (mushroom-shaped spines only, spine length: SNI, 0.72; no injury, 0.93; spine head width: SNI, 0.69; no injury, 0.84). In general, our data suggest that mushroom-shaped spines are more resilient to the effect of SNI, which is in agreement with other studies that demonstrate that mushroom-shaped spines are generally more stable structures (Matsuzaki et al., 2004; Bourne and Harris, 2007).

SNI triggers a transition from spine elimination to increased de novo spine formation

We investigated the effect of SNI on dendritic spine formation, elimination, and turnover activity (i.e., an additive function of spine formation and elimination; see Materials and Methods). As shown in Figure 7, we imaged the same dendritic branch regions on dorsal horn neurons over time before and 3 or 7 d after SNI. To normalize for variation in dendritic branch length, we analyzed data as a gain or loss of spines per dendrite branch length (i.e., spines/μm) (Fig. 8). From baseline to 3 d following SNI, we observed a reduction in spine loss per micron of total dendritic spines (total spines, SNI vs no injury: 0.04 ± 0.01 vs 0.06 ± 0.01 spine loss/μm dendrite length, p < 0.05 Mann–Whitney test) (Fig. 8A). This overall reduction in total spine loss was driven primarily by the elimination of thin-spines forming SNI (thin-spines, SNI vs no injury: 0.03 ± 0.01 vs 0.06 ± 0.01 spine loss/μm dendrite length, p < 0.05 Mann–Whitney test) (Fig. 8A). Mushroom-shaped spines remained stable with no difference in gain or loss at 3 d after SNI (SNI vs no injury: p > 0.05 Mann–Whitney test) (Fig. 8A). Additionally, we did not find a significant increase in the de novo formation of dendritic spines of any type (SNI vs no injury; total spines 0.03 ± 0.02 vs 0.02 ± 0.01; thin spines 0.02 ± 0.01 vs 0.02 ± 0.01; mushroom spines 0.006 ± 0.01 vs 0.004 ± 0.004 spine gain/μm dendrite, p > 0.05 Mann–Whitney test) (Fig. 8A).

To assess the turnover activity of dendritic spines before injury compared with following SNI, we calculated the turnover activity (i.e., additive function of spine formation and elimination). From baseline to 3 d following SNI, turnover activity declined in thin-shaped dendritic spines (thin spines, SNI vs injury: 0.05 ± 0.01 vs 0.08 ± 0.004 spine turnover/μm dendrite, p < 0.05 Mann–Whitney test) (Fig. 8C). There was no significant difference in the turnover activity of total or mushroom spine at 3 d between SNI and no injury (SNI vs injury: total spines 0.07 ± 0.01 vs 0.08 ± 0.002; mushroom spines 0.01 ± 0.01 vs 0.004 ± 0.004 turnover/μm dendrite, p > 0.05 Mann–Whitney test).

From baseline to 7 d after SNI, total dendritic spine formation markedly increased (total spines, SNI vs no injury: 0.1 ± 0.04 vs 0.02 ± 0.01 spine gain/μm dendrite length) (Fig. 8B). Interestingly, at 7 d after SNI, we observed a significant increase in formation of new mushroom-shaped spines compared with no injury (mushroom-shaped spines, SNI vs no injury: 0.04 ± 0.02 vs 0.0 ± 0.0 spine gain/μm dendrite length) (Fig. 8B). We observed no difference in newly formed thin-shaped dendritic spines 7 d following SNI (thin-shaped spines, SNI vs no injury: 0.06 ± 0.03 vs 0.02 ± 0.01 spine gain/μm dendrite length) (Fig. 8B). Additionally, we observed no change in the elimination of any dendritic spine type (SNI vs no injury; total spines 0.06 ± 0.01 vs 0.04 ± 0.01; thin spines 0.06 ± 0.01 vs 0.04 ± 0.01; mushroom spines 0.007 ± 0.007 vs 0.003 ± 0.002 spine loss/μm dendrite, p > 0.05 Mann–Whitney test) (Fig. 8B).

In contrast to 3 d after injury, 7 d after SNI we observed a significant increase in the turnover activity of total and mushroom-shaped spines (SNI vs no injury; total spines 0.2 ± 0.04 vs 0.07 ± 0.01; mushroom spines 0.04 ± 0.02 vs 0.003 ± 0.002 turnover/μm dendrite, p < 0.05, Mann–Whitney test; Fig. 8D). In addition, 7 d after SNI, there was no change in the turnover activity of thin-shaped spines compared with no injury (thin spine, SNI vs no injury: 0.1 ± 0.03 vs 0.06 ± 0.02 turnover/μm dendrite, p > 0.05, Mann–Whitney test) (Fig. 8D). These data demonstrate that, at the earlier time point after SNI, thin-shaped dendritic spines are eliminated at a higher rate than compared with later after injury. In contrast, at the later time point, there is an increased gain and turnover activity, particularly of mushroom-shaped spines.

As shown in previously published postmortem tissue analyses, increased mushroom spine density is strongly associated with the presence of neuropathic pain in several models of pain (Zhao et al., 2016; Cao et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2017, 2018). In agreement with these previous findings, our intravital study demonstrated a significant dynamic increase in the density of mushroom-shaped dendritic spines at 7 d following SNI compared with neurons in animals with no injury (mushroom-shaped spine density, SNI vs no injury: 0.1 ± 0.01 vs 0.07 ± 0.01 spines/μm; p < 0.05, unpaired t test; Fig. 9C). This likely occurred from the increase in de novo mushroom-shaped dendritic spine formation. We observed no change in total- or thin-shaped dendritic spine densities (SNI vs no injury; total spine density 0.3 ± 0.02 vs 0.2 ± 0.02: thin-shaped density 0.2 ± 0.03 vs 0.2 ± 0.01 spine/μm dendrite, p > 0.05 unpaired t test; Fig. 9A,B).
Discussion

Spinal cord pain circuits are highly plastic and undergo structural and functional reorganization in response to environmental conditions (Raisman, 1994; Sandkühler and Liu, 1998; Ikeda et al., 2006; Sandkühler, 2007; Beauparlant et al., 2013). Our work over the past decade and that of others demonstrate a common structural motif of dendritic spine dysgenesis associated with neuropathic pain. This dysgenesis includes an increase in mushroom-shaped spines, which are known to be more mature, stable structures that contribute to amplified excitatory transmission. For example, electrical tetanus and inflammation can induce long-term potentiation (LTP) within nociceptive circuits, as well as significant alternations in spine length and head size (Tan et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2016; Cao et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2017). Blocking molecular regulators of dendritic spine remodeling with pharmacological inhibitors attenuates both injury-induced spine dysgenesis and neuropathic pain.

This emerging evidence supports the premise that dendritic spine profiling serves as a structural-based opportunity to study and treat pathologic pain.

To further understand the relationship between dendritic spine dynamics and injury-induced neuropathic pain, we performed a longitudinal intravital study of dendritic spines in the superficial dorsal horn. Previous anatomic studies have been limited by analyses of dendritic spines in postmortem spinal cord tissue. To bridge this gap, we modified the whole-animal imaging approach pioneered by Fenrich et al. (2012), which permitted us to continually image the same superficial sensory neurons from lamina II in Thy1-YFP mice. Using this technique, we profiled the in vivo dynamics of dendritic spines on the same neurons before and at several time points after peripheral nerve injury-induced pain. In agreement with previous work (Gichon et al., 2018), our SNI model reproducibly elicited a consistent pain profile in mice with elevated pain within 3 d following surgery, which peaked at 1 week.

Our main findings demonstrate a time-dependent relationship between progressively increased pain sensitivity and mean steady-state fluctuations in spine length and head width after SNI. Additionally, dendritic spine turnover activity depended on the progression of pain severity: A decrease in thin spine elimination 3 d after SNI was followed by an increase in mushroom spine formation 7 d after SNI. The increase in the rate of mushroom spine formation and overall density coincided with the onset of maximal pain. Overall, our current study reports, for the first time, the ongoing, steady-state changes in dendritic spine dynamics in the dorsal horn in an established peripheral nerve injury model of pain.

Interestingly, malformed dendritic spines occur in a spectrum of chronic neurologic diseases, including epilepsy, stroke, posttraumatic stress disorder, autism spectrum disorder, mental retardation, dementia, and chronic substance abuse or addiction (Sigler and Murphy, 2010; Penzes et al., 2011). The strongest evidence for a relationship between malformed dendritic spines and abnormal function comes from a series of Fragile X syndrome (e.g., fmr1 KO) studies. Fmr1 KO mice have impaired LTP (Wilson and Cox, 2007) and malformed dendritic spines due to dysfunctional Rac1 signaling (Chen et al., 2010). Moreover, these mice displayed decreased neuropathic allodynia (Price et al., 2007). Although a relationship between LTP, dendritic spine behavior, and neuropathic pain has never been studied directly, electrical tetanus and inflammation can induce LTP within nociceptive circuits in the superficial dorsal horn (Sandkühler and Liu, 1998; Ikeda et al., 2006; Sandkühler, 2007). An important avenue of future study could include a mechanistic investigation of dendritic spine plasticity in the context of LTP and pain.

Our previous investigations of dendritic spines relied entirely on postmortem tissue. Although these studies provided evidence of a relationship between dendritic spine remodeling and abnormal pain, we were only able to provide a snapshot of dendritic spine behavior. Previous intravital imaging in the brain using two-photon microscopy has demonstrated dendritic spine dynamic behavior in response to varied inputs. For example, in vivo imaging of the adult mouse cortex reveals that thin-shaped dendritic spines are highly motile and short-lived or transient. In contrast, the presence of dendritic spines with a mature mushroom-shaped morphology tends to be highly stable (Grutzendler et al., 2002; Matsuzaki et al., 2004; Bourne and Harris, 2007; Tan et al., 2009; Cao et al., 2017). Importantly, these intravital brain imaging studies reveal that dendritic spine morphology as well as steady-state dynamics are dependent on the brain location.

Figure 8. SNI causes an increase in newly formed dendritic spines 7 d after injury. A. Gain and loss of total, thin, and mushroom spines over the first 3 d following SNI or control. From baseline to day 3 compared with control, SNI led to a reduction in the loss of total spines and thin-shaped spines. B. Gain and loss of total, thin, and mushroom spines over 7 d following SNI or control. From baseline to day 7 compared with control, SNI led to an increase in the gain in total and mushroom-shaped spines. C. Total, thin, and mushroom spine turnover per micron of dendrite (gain/μm + loss/μm). D. At day 3, SNI led to a decrease in thin spine turnover/μm compared with control. D. In contrast, at 7 d, SNI led an increase in the total and mushroom spine turnover. *p < 0.05 for total spines; *p < 0.05 for thin spines; #p < 0.05 for mushroom spines; Mann–Whitney test.
studied, neuron type, topographical location, and age. Even dendritic branch regions on the same neuron can have different spine densities (B. G. Kim et al., 2006; Ma et al., 2016; Tjia et al., 2017). Moreover, in vivo cortical imaging has shown that dendritic spines respond to injury (e.g., spinal cord injury or sciatic nerve ligation) or fear-conditioning differently depending on brain region (e.g., motor or somatosensory cortex) (B. G. Kim et al., 2006; S. K. Kim and Nabekura, 2011; Z. Xu et al., 2019). Together, these cortical dendritic spine studies show that structural-related mechanisms are context-dependent to tissue region, time, and injury response.

Our current study profiles the dynamic dendritic spine plasticity in the superficial dorsal horn of the spinal cord. The superficial dorsal horn (i.e., lamina I-II) is a significant site of pain transmission and modulation in the spinal cord. Neurons in lamina II receive afferent signals from nociceptive C fibers and Aδ fibers innervating various tissues, including skin, muscle, and visceral organs (Todd, 2002). Notably, unmyelinated C fibers comprise ~70% of nociceptive afferents and terminate primarily in lamina I and II (Nagy and Hunt, 1983; Todd, 2010). Since lamina II is known to be involved in pain processing, and our previous work suggests that dendritic spine remodeling contributes to pain, we hypothesized that neurons in lamina II would experience dynamic changes in spine shape and density after peripheral nerve injury.

Our implanted window approach provides notable advantages for studying dendritic spines in the spinal cord dorsal horn. Nonetheless, we do note several important caveats to our study. First, we only investigated cells labeled with Thy1-YFP, a specific marker for neurons. Although we cannot define these cells, the majority of spiny neurons in the CNS are glutamatergic (Keck et al., 2011) and have served as established structural proxies and synaptic activity (Majewska et al., 2006). Second, our imaging study was limited by the size of the dendritic spine structures, which was close to the estimated optical diffraction limit of our equipment (~0.25 μm). It is possible in some cases that we did not have the resolution to confidently detect more subtle changes in dendritic spine structure; thus, our data may underestimate the overall dynamics. Finally, we observed the rapid onset of pain within 3 d, but no mean changes in steady-state spine length or head width from the same time span. This suggests that additional factors contribute to the pain behavioral outcomes that we observed. Several studies using similar models of nerve injury demonstrate the contribution of early inflammatory processes, such as microgliosis, in neuropathic pain (Li and Strichartz, 2004; Scholz and Woolf, 2007; Bai et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017). Future studies might leverage genetic tools to label inflammatory cells to determine the time course of events that may precede dendritic spine dysgenesis. Suffice it to say, our current report using intravital imaging extends our previous studies, and that of others, demonstrating the increased dendritic spine density and pain occur following SNI.

Our study raises the question of how dendritic spine structure contributes to pain and hyperexcitability. A core feature of neuropathic pain is hyperexcitability within nociceptive pathways in the PNS and CNS, including DRG and dorsal spinal cord. Dendritic spines are microscopic-sized postsynaptic structures that contribute directly to synaptic and circuit function (Segov and Rall, 1988; Tan et al., 2009). Dendritic spines act as biochemical transducers through which even small changes in geometry can powerfully influence excitatory postsynaptic potentials and alter the risk for generating an action potential (Araya et al., 2006; Tan et al., 2009). In our study following nerve injury, we observed a significant increase in mushroom-shaped dendritic spines, a morphology that may permit an increase in membrane expressed glutamatergic postsynaptic receptors (e.g., AMPA, NMDA) (Bourne and Harris, 2008). Dendritic spine size linearly correlates with postsynaptic density size, the number of presynaptic vesicles (Harris and Stevens, 1989), and synaptic strength (Matsuzaki et al., 2004; Oh et al., 2013). Together, the biophysical attributes of mature, mushroom-shaped structures contribute to enhancing input summation, frequency following ability, and could be a mechanistic factor in contributing to neuronal hyperexcitability associated with central sensitization (Araya et al., 2006; Tan et al., 2009).

We can only speculate regarding the mechanisms involved in the dendritic spine changes we observed. Dendritic spine reorganization depends in part on synaptic activity. For example, loss of activity leads to dendritic spine stabilization in cortical neurons (Holmaat and Svoboda, 2009). In studies by several groups, sensory deprivation in mice through unilateral whisker trimming or monocular deprivation leads first to a reduced rate of spine elimination followed by an increase in newly formed persistent spines with mushroom-like structure in the affected cortex (Halpain et al., 2005; Zuo et al., 2005; Berry and Nedivi, 2017; Tjia et al., 2017). In our study, nerve injury-induced loss of

Figure 9. SNI leads to an increase in the density of mushroom-shaped dendritic spines. A compared with uninjured controls, SNI does not alter total spine density. B, There is no statistical difference in thin spine density between uninjured controls and SNI groups. C, SNI increased the density of mushroom-shaped dendritic spines compared with uninjured controls. *p < 0.05 (unpaired t test).
Peripheral afferent input may have triggered similar spine reorganization behavior. We report an initial loss of spines at 3 d after SNI followed by an increase in the formation of new mushroom spines at 7 d. These results extend our previous work using Golgi staining, which suggests a structure-function link between dendritic spine dysgenensis and injury-induced pain.

In conclusion, our findings demonstrate the powerful utility of intravital study of dendritic spine behavior in the superficial dorsal horn. We show, for the first time, changes in dendritic spine steady-state behavior associated with nerve injury-induced chronic pain. Importantly, the dynamic increase in steady-state presence of more stable mushroom spines supports a conceptual “locking in of pain” through stabilization of abnormal structures within spinal nociceptive circuits. Ultimately, this work opens the door to further investigations in vivo of spinal cord dendritic spine dynamics in the context of injury and disease.
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